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CHAPTER I 

lOTRODUCTION 

Kitchen planning has become increasingly complex because of the 

annual introduction of new appliances on the maxket. Some of these new 

appliances and some variationa of the older ones often require addition

al floor space in the kitchen. Examples of these appliances are the 

separate oven, the dishwasher, the icemaker, the hot food server, and 

various new styles of kitchen sinks. As new forms of appliances gain 

in popularity, kitchen plans which wez>e formerly considered very usable 

now frequently need to be adjusted either in shape or size or both in 

order to make room for additional equipment without eliminating needed 

counterspace, available storage area, or work efficiency. 

Planning an efficient kitchen according to existing research 

standards is now complicated further >y the popularity of the open type 

plan in which the kitchen is combined with another room, such as the 

family room or dcm. Many homemakers selecting this type of planning do 

not want to have their vision obatruotedi so wall cabinets are shortened 

when built in the form of islands or penin&olae, aund tall pieces of 

equipment are placed against the perimeter walla. In addition, the 

family eating area la frequently placed in the kitchen, or is conffit7*?ioted 

as a bar which dividea the kitchen from the den. The amount of counter-

apace and storage needed varies with the preference of the individual 

fandly, since our markets offer many partially prepared or fully cooked 



items as well as fresh food. The family ŵ iich consumes large quantities 

of fresh vegetables and meats needs considerable counterspace, while the 

family which eats mostly prepared foods needs ample storage space. The 

diversity of needs and desires makes a satisfactory kitchen plan very 

individualistic. Since each Item desired cannot be placed in the moat 

convenient spot for its individiial use, planning becomes a procefis of 

detemining the relative importance of the various items. 

While working for five years as a home economist and kitchen 

designer with a retail firm for factory-built kitchens, the writer of 

this study observed that kitchen planners, as well as homemakers, have 

more difficulty in satisfactorily placing the separate oven in plans for 

the kitchen than in placing any other appliance. The kitchen planner, 

after years of working with a refrigerator-sink-range relationship, and 

the homemaker, after using this type of kitchen for decades, are now 

confronted with Incorporating a new "tall" unit into the planning of the 

kitchen. Wherever a tall unit is placed, whether it is a srefrigerator, 

freezer, or an oven placed in ita housing at a height suitable for 

maximum working ease, certain resulting effects need to be conaidered. 

If care ia not uaed in the placing of the unit, counterapaoe may be 

diaplaoedi natural li|^t may be blocked| or vision may be obstructed. 

Also, a feeling of claustrophobia may develop on the part of the home-

maker who has to wozic near such tall units. With these factors in mind, 

the writer has reviewed previoua research studies and published liter

ature on the subject of the correct placement of the aeparate oven. 

Bmview Sit Rmlated Studiea 

The amount of popular literature published on the subject of 

kitchens which incorporate the separate oven is voluminous. Magazine 
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artiolea frequently have as their subject an interesting, individual 

kitchen. This reading material stimulates tie consumer's desire to own 

a separate oven but gives little information in regard to specific 

planning, however. 

Extant research studies concerning the separate oven are few in 

number. In their **Re8eareh Report on the Separate Oven," McCullough 

and Schoeppel (3) sou^t inforaation by sending questionairea to home-

makers and to manufacturers, by interviewing homemakers and retailers, 

and by conducting a motion-time study. 

In their motion-time study, the above mentioned researchers 

tested seven oven locations by baking cookies in the oven and by pre

paring predominantly oven-type meals. These activities were chosen with 

the thought that they would require maximum use of the oven. The testa 

ahowed that the mixing center was the most important area in regard to 

the use of the oven with other centers. The sink center and the surface 

unit area both ranked second in importance, -lowever, since the oven 

was used less than any other appliance in the oven meal test, the 

recommendations were heavily influenced by the subjective reactions of 

those performing the tests. Those performing the tests stroiigly 

objected to looationa for the oven which blocked counters or out them 

into small segments, to looations in which heat from the oven caused 

the experimenters discomfort, and to looations which caused them to 

pass around other applianoea. 

The recommended looations for the oven in the above study were 

baaed primarily on the aubjeotive reactions of those making the testa 

and were aa followst (l) the oven should be located opposite the mix 



and sink centers, with not more than five feet between the two areast 

(2) the oven should be a part of a complete iaolated mix center with an 

unobatructed counter at least 54 inches long between the oven and the 

refrigerator! (3) the oven should be at the extreme end of the kitchen 

sequence adjacent to the serve center) and (4) the oven should be in 

the comer between any two centers if there ia adequate counter on each 

aide. These reoommendationa are also made by McCullough and Schoeppel 

(2) in the Univeraity of Illinoia bulletin. Separate Ovens, issued by 

the Small Homes Coimcil. This bulletin also includes recommendations 

for inatallation of the ovens. 

In the atudy "Guldea for Location of Built-in Rangea and Ovena 

in Home Kitchens,** Bryant (l) derived information from questionaires 

mailed to manufacturers of built-in ranges and ovens and from manu

facturers of cabinets. In addition, 11 home builders and three 

architecta cooperated in the atudy by aupplying information. From the 

data gained by the use of the questionaires mailed to manufacturers 

and architects, by interviewing the home builders, and by reviewing the 

recommendations from previous research, Bryant compiled guides which 

could be used in planning and evaluating specific kitchen floor plans. 

Seventeen kitchen floor plana were selected for the study. The 

selection was based upon a aurvey of 87 homes in Ames, Iowa. The shape 

and size of the kitchena were important factora in determining their 

selection for the study. Tarioua kitchen assemblies were planned and 

evaluated for each kitchen according to the criteria compiled, rhe 

recommendations made from this study regarding the specific asoembly 

location of a built-in range and oven are liated in the Appendix. 



In planning and evaluating the kitchen assemblies in the above 

study, Bryant based her recommendations for storage apace, counterspace, 

clearances, and work triangle dimensions upon information found in the 

Small Homes Council bulletin. Planning Standards, by Ranney (4). The 

balletin includes Information on how to soore a kitchen plan which has 

a free standing range. The Bcore sheet assumes that dishwashinir Is 

done by hand. 

Purpose and Scope ft|; Study 

Placement of the separate oven in accordance with its indi

vidual use is important. However, even more important is the manner in 

%diich the oven fits into the entire kitchen arrangement. Psychological 

and sociologioal effects as well as work efficiency of the kitchen 

arrangement should also be considered. Some homemakers are happy with 

a plan in which efficiency is secondary to aesthetic qualities or to the 

sociability of an open plan %^ich presents a view of other rooms or of 

gardens and play areas. Other homemakers feel that work efficiency is 

of primary importance. Of course, the better plans combine work efficiency 

%rith other qualities desired. 

The purpoaea of thia study aret (1) to analyze a group of new 

kitchens regarding the placement and the use of the separate oven in 

relationship to other work centers and to the family eating area and 

(2) to develop a list of principles for the placement of the separate 

oven based upon the experience of homemakers interviewed in this study. 

The scope of the study was limited by the personal nature of 

the instrument used in interviewing homemakers who assisted in this 



atudy. The **Interflew Schedule for the Homemaker," a copy of which can 

be found in the Appendix, and the kitchen floor plans for each partici

pant are the bases for thia study. Since the ir-terview schedule ia 

lon^, only plana for factory-built oabinets were uaed so that the 

physical measurements of the kitchen, taken from office files, could be 

filled in before the time of the interview. I^is arrangement reduced 

the time for interviewing the homemaker to about 20 minutes. 

Copies of kitchen floor plane that might be used in the study 

were secured after the interview schedule was devised. Retail firms 

located in Lobboek, Texas, which sell factory-built cabinets amd which 

have a planning serrloe, and the home service departments of the natural 

gas coKpany and electric companies of Lubbock were invited to partici

pate. Personnel of theae organizations were contacted l̂y personal 

interview. Only three of the firms contacted had plans available 

which would qualify for the study, and one of the firms declined to 

participate because of competitive reasons. Eighty-five kitchens 

located within a hundred««ile radius of Lubbock qualified for the study. 

A copy of the letter which invited the homemakers to participate in 

the study can be found in the Appendix. Fifty-five hoaiemakers indicated 

willingness to cooperate with the study. However, the number was re

duced to 50 oo^pXeted cases due to the fact that appointments with 

five homemakers living at a considerable distance from Lubbock could 

not be made because of vacations or conflicting time schedules. 

In each of the 50 cases, the homemaker had taken an active part 

in the planning of her kitchen. The procedure for planning used in this 

area bj fiime selling factory-built cabinets ia first to interview the 



prospective owner regarding her desires and ideas for the arrangement 

and content of her new kitchen. Recommendations freauently are ma^e by 

the home economist or kitchen swecialisti then a plan is drawn. This 

plan is approved by the homemaker. Althou^ the amount of professional 

help received varies, eaeh plan reflects the ideas and desires of the 

Individual family that will use it. 

Definitions o,f Terms Uyed 

*̂ Separate oven - The separate oven ia either a built-in or a stack-

on oven which is a complete unit in itself. If the oven is fiziished 

on the front but has sides, top, smd back unfinished so that it 

requires a housing, it ia called a built-in. If all of the surfaces 

are finished and the oven only requires a supporting surface, it is 

called a stack-on oven. 

2» Oven houainf - The oven housing ia the cabinet of wood, steel, or 

plastic, or the area of masonry that receives and supports the oven. 

3* Surface units - Surface units are the electrical or gas facilities 

designed for top-of-range cooking. They are also referred to as a 

cook top, surface burners, range top, drop-in range, drop-in unit, 

or range unit. 

4» yy»» standing range - The free standing range is the conventional 

model which Includes surface units or burners and oven facilities 

in one appliance. It is called free standing as it requires no 

cabinet or support. Sides, front and top are finished. 

5. Kitchen assembly - An assembly is an arrangement of the kitchen 

equipment including the base cabinets, wall cabinets, counter, and 



applianoea. Aasemblies are classified according to shape and 

arrangement and are frequently referred to as followst the '*L'* 

shape kitchen, which has cabinets and appliances on two walla at 

ri^t angles to each other) the "U" shape kitchen, which haa 

cabinets and applieu&cea on three walla, forming three aides of a 

aquare or rectangle) the corridor, or two-wall assembly, which has 

cabinets and applianoea on two walla oppoaite each other) the 

atraight line or one-wall kitchen) and the ialand type, which haa 

an additional area of cabinetry frequently housing an appliance in 

the center of the room with walking space all the way around the 

island. There are variations of assemblies, such as the broken '*U", 

which is formed when a passageway cuts the conventional **U'* ahape, 

and irregularly shaped assemblies formed by the angles which are 

frequently found in current house plans. 

*̂ Woric Qentera - A work center or kitchen center refers to an area in 

the kitchen devoted to a specialized type of work, such as the 

mixing area associated with food preparation) the sink or cleaning 

center connected with activities requiring water, incuding the 

dishwasher) the range center which is associated with cooking 

activities) and, in the case of the divided range, the oven center. 

Some authorities recognise a separate serve center, and others 

combine it with the range oenter. Although the refrigerator is 

often included in the mixing center, it Is conaidered separate from 

the mixing center in thia atudy, aa several of the plane examined 

do not combine the two facilities. 

7« Work triangle - The work triangle is the one formed b - the three 



paths between the three major appliances i from refr:> gerator to 

sink, from sink to range, and from range to refrigerator. In the 

case of the divided range, the surface unit takes the place of the 

range in the work triangle. 

*̂ ^OTk quadrangle - When the range is divided, the separate oven 

becomes another appliance. A quadrangle is then frequently formed 

by the lines connecting the four appliances. Although in some 

kitchena, auch as a one-wall or *̂ L" shape kitchen, the connecting 

lines may not form a true quadrangle, this measurement is called a 

work quadrangle in this study for the purpose of aimplificaticn. 

9* Open plan - The open plan ia a kitchen plan in which the kitchen 

assembly cannot be closed off from another room such as the den. 

10. Participant - In this study the homemaker cooperating in the study 

is called the participant. Since all participants were homemakers, 

the two words are used interchangeably in the discussion. 

11. Family eating area - This is the table area or bar which is most 

frequently used for serving family meals. 

^2. City and, town - In this study an area is classified as a city if 

its population numbers more than 100,000 inhabitants. Populated 

areas with fewer than 100,000 people are referred to as towns. 

Forecast of General Plan 

Information obtained from the individual interview achedulea 

and from the floor plans of kitchena atudied ia compiled in tables in 

the chapter which follows. A diaouasion of the compiled information 

will precede each table. This section will be followed by the suauoary, 

conclusions, and recommendations. 



CE'-?rER II 

REPORT OP STJ3y 

The following paragraphs summarize the findings obtained from 

the "Interview Schedule for the Homemaker" and from a atudy of the 

kitchen floor plan of each participant. The interview schedule, entitled 

"Kitchens Planned Around the Use of the Separate Oven," was divided into 

five aectionat (1) general family information, (2) type of housing and 

its use, (3) placement of the separate oven in relation to other work 

centers and to the family eating area, (4) oven center, and (5) use of 

the oven. 

General Family Information 

Family composition 

In Table I it is interesting to note that 15 of the 50 partici

pating families (30 percent) were composed of adults only, while 35 

(70 percent) were composed of adults %rith children living at home. 

Thirty-two percent of the families had cnildren in the six to 10 age 

group, while 50 percent had children in the 11 to 15 age group. Twenty-

two percent of the families had children over I5 years of age, while only 

13 percent had children under six years of age. Only the children living 

at home were included in this study. Most of the families participating 

in this study were in their middle or late stage of the family cycle. 

This fact was indicated by the age groups of the homemakers. Only four 

of the 50 participants were under 55 years of age, while 31 were between 

35 and 50, and 15 were over 50 years of age. 

10 



TABLE I 

GENERAL FAMILY IKFQRMATIOK CONCERN IHG 
THE PARTICIPANTS 

11 

Family Compoeition 
Beepenees ef Participants 

Buaiber Percent 

Family membera living at hcme« 

Obe adult flnly 

Two adults cnly. 

Parente with children at home 

Farente with another adult and 

children at hoM. 

Familiee with childrent 

Ibider 2 yeara of age< 

2 - 5 yeara of age.< 

6-10 years of age. 

11 - 15 years of age. 

Over 15 yeara of age. 

of homemakert 

Ihider 35 years. 

35 to 50 yeara. 

Over 50 yeara. 

5 

12 

34 

1 

6 

16 

25 

11 

A 

31 

15 

24 

68 

12 

52 

50 

22 

8 

62 

30 
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Family occupationa 

Table II ahows the occupational classification for the ho>ae-

makers as well as for the husbands if they were both gainfully 

employed outside the h<xBe. Two occupational groups accounted for 30 

of the 47 husbands (three of the homemakers were single) in the 

participating groups there were 16 business owners or managers and 

14 farm owners or managers. Of the remaining 17 husbands, ei^^t 

were skilled laborers) six were professionals) two were retired) and 

one was classified as having a aemi-profeasional occupation. 

Only nine of the 50 homemakera were gainfully employed out

side the home. The occupations of four were classified as skilled) 

three had pirofessional occupations) and two owned or managed a 

business. 



TABLE I I 

IHFOlMATKai C0MC8RKING THE OCCUPATIOMS 
OF THE PARTICIPAN'IS 

13 

Occupation 
Classification 

Hueband 

Ihimber Percent 

Homemaker 

Ihaber Percent 

Profeasional, 

Semi-professional. 

Business owner or manager. 16 

Farm owner or auuiager* 

Skilled laborer. 8 

Semi-skilled laborer. 

Unskilled laborer. 

Retired, 

.9. 

,9, 
2 

2 

28 

16̂  

0 

.1 

0 

.9, 

i, 
0 

0 

.1 
0 

0 
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Type of Housing and its Use 

In order to understand and evaluate the responses of the 

participants, the writer included in the interview general questions 

peirtaining to the housing of each participant. Information was obtained 

regarding the location and the building coat of the new dwelling and 

the kind and the use made of the kitchen and family eating area 

included in the plan. Tablea III, lY, and T aummarize thia information. 

General housing information 

Table III shows that almost half (48 percent) of the homes 

owned by the participants were located in a city. Thirty-two percent 

were located in towns, while 20 percent were located on farms. 

Building costs of dwellings, in moat cases, show that the homemaker 

was financially able to select the type of eqiiipment she desired for 

her new kitchen. Forty-six percent of the participants listed the 

building coat of the family dwelling aa being from $20,000 to $351000. 

The aecond largest group, oompriaing 34 percent of the dwellinga, 

fell in $35,100 to $50,000 bracket. Twelve percent of the homea cost 

more than $50,000, while 8 percent coat leas than $20,000. 

Since all but one of the homes were air-conditioned or used 

evaporative type coolers, the matter of heat had little effect upon 

the participants* reaponaes regarding the location of ovena. All 

of the kitchens in this study had been built for less than five years) 

yet in all oases the homemaker had 11 Mid her kitc.ian long enou^ to 

evaluate it. 



TABLE III 

GEHERAL HOUSING INFOHMATIGN CCHCERBING 
THE PARTICIPANT 

15 

Houaing Inf oz»aticn 
Kespeneea of Partiolpente 

Number Percent 

Location ef house t 

Rural 

Town. 

City. 

Building coat of dwellingt 

Ubder $20,000.00 

$20»000.00 - $35fOOO.OO< 

$35flOO.OO - $50,000.00. 

Over $50,000.00. 

Air-oflnditioned kitchens 

Yea. 

No. 

Length e£ time kitchen haa been ueedi 

Leaa than 1 year ..' 

1 year to 2 years.« 

2 yeara to 3 years< 

3 yeara to 4 years. 

4 years to 4 yeare end six montha. 

.19, 
16 

24, 

,.4, 
25 

,i7, 
6 

.43 

12 

.15 

..3 

20 

,5? 

,4? 

8 

,46 

.54, 
12 

.3i 

,?4 

26 

,18 

6 
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Typs of kitchen and the persons for whom planned 

Table I? shows the types of kitchens that were popular with 

this group and for whom they were planned. The most popular type of 

kitchen was the one combined with a living or den area, comprising 58 

percent of the group. In most cases, there was a separate living room. 

Forty percent of the kitchens were combined with the most frequently 

uaed family eating areai a table in the kitchen, a breakfast area, or 

a bar. None of the kitchena were classified in the separate room 

category. One kitchen was combined with a dining room, a partial wall 

dividing the two. 

Althoui^ many of the homes in this study were fairly large, 

31 of the 50 homemakers planned their kitchens for their individual 

use, as far as the preparation and serving of food was concerned. 

Fifteen of the group had the help of other family members, usuallrr the 

daui^ter or the husband. Pour homemakers had maids who helped in the 

kitchen, but none of the group left the woric entirely to paid workers. 

Several of the participants volunteered the information that they 

preferred to hire help for eleaning and to reserve the preparation and 

serving of food for themselves, as mealtime was the main opportunity 

for family "togetherness." 



TABLE IT 

GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING TBI KITCHENS 
OP THE PARTICIPANTS 

17 

Kitchen Infezmation 
Responses of Partieipanta 

Number Pereent 

Type qf kitchen areat 

Cembined with living or den area. 

Combined with family eating area« 

Kitchen-dining room oosbination.i 

Separate room. • • • •« 

Kitchen uaed principally }si* 

Homemaker and ether family member. 

Homemaker end maid working together 

Maid 

.?9, 

-.9, 

..1 
0 

59. 

19. 

.?. 

.9. 

.39. 

0 
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Family eating area^ and types of serving 

According to Table T, the moat popular family dining place 

waa a table in the kitchen, being uaed most frequently by 42 percent of 

the familiea. Thirty-four peroent of the homemakera aaid the anack bar 

in the kitchen waa the most frequently used family eating eirea, making 

a total of 76 percent of tae participating families who preferred to 

eat in the kitchen* 

It is interesting to note that half of the homes had anack bare. 

Those of the aarne height aa the work counters were most prevelant but 

were not always used as the main family eating area. Almost half of 

the snack bars were of table height, with ohaire being used for seating. 

This type of bar was used frequently and in some cases was the rtmilyU 

only dining area. Only one snack bar above counter heii^t was found in 

the study. 

A table in the den waa popular, aa 23 of the 50 homemakera 

said that they uaed one either frequently or moderately. Only 15 of 

the participants had a separate dining room, and they reported that these 

rooms were used only moderately or seldom. Other family eating areas 

reported were tables in living rooms, kitchen pull-out tables, and sun 

porch tables* Several homemakers reported that they used trays, but 

most families used them only occasional 1.7. Figure 1. shows popular 

styles of family eating areas in kitchens. 
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Table Y also shows the types of serving used by the participants, 

with family style serving of food being used most frequently by 76 

percent of the homemakers, while 14 percent used the method either 

moderately or occasionally. Food served on the plate waa popular as a 

method of serving, since 68 percent of the homemakers stated that they 

used this method either frequently or moderately. '*Food served on the 

plate** in this study refers to a method of serving in which the home-

maker or other family member places the food on the plate and then takes 

it to the table. It is distinguished from formal service by the fact 

that the person serving dines with the family members. This method was 

the one preferred for serving breakfast, according to comments made Iqr 

the participants. In fact, as many homemakers used this method as those 

who used farail'/ style serving, althou^ serving the food on the plate 

often was a secondary method. One homemaker commented that she did not 

place the food on the plate because her husband maintained that this 

method seemed to indicate that no more food was available. Buffet style 

was often the method of serving when the group included guests. Bi^ty-

four percent of the homemakers served buffet style either moderately 

or occasionally, while only 10 peroent said that they occasionally used 

formal type serving. 



TABLE T 

TYPES OF EATING AREAS AND TABLE SERVICE 
USED m THE PARTICIPAliTS 

20 

Item 

Degree of Use 

Frequently 

Num 
ber 

TT Per 
Cent 

Moderately 

Num
ber 

Per 
Cent 

Seldom 

Num
ber 

Per 
Cent 

Sating areas a 

Dining room. 

Table in living room« 

Table in den. 

Table in kitchen. 

Kitchen pu l l -ou t table. 

Table on sun porch < 

SnACk bars 

Below counter heights 

0 ?. 

?. ,J. « , 

« . ? 1 

21 .4?, 

0 

0 

??, 

.9. 
1 

,9. 

,9, 

2 
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Placement of the Separate Oven 

Information regarding the placement of the separate oven is 

summarized in Tables VI, VII, and VIII. 

Method of measuring kitchen distances 

The location of the oven was measured on each participr nt • s 

kitchen floor plan not only to determine the distance from the oven to 

other equipment but to measure the over-all distance relationship in a 

work quadrangle which is formed when the cooking equipment is divided. 

Because the distance to the most frequently used family eating area 

was important in the homemaker»s evaluation of walking distances, this 

measurement was included. 

Measurements from the front center line of one piece of equip

ment were taken to the front center line of another. Measurements 

involving distances to and from the family eating area were measuied 

from a point to the edge of the table or bar where tJtie nearest place 

setting could be located. A kitchen floor plan with measurements taken 

in this manner is shown in Figure 2, Attention is called to the fact 

that a measurement of two feet six inches between the oenter line of 

an oven and the oenter line of a surface unit in most cases means 

that the two pieces of equipment are placed siô e by side, since the 

actual pieces of equipment take up this space in walking distance if 

they are placed on the same wall. 
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FIGURE 2. 

METHOD OP MEASURING DISTANCES ON KITCHEN P U N 

Family eating 
area added to 
work quadrangle 
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Msan average kitchen distances 

The mean averages for all of the measurei-eats taken in the 3'-

kitchens appear in Table VI. A second column gives the mean averages 

of the measurements considered satisfactory by the homem^ikers after 

those measurements considered too short or too long were omitted. 

This step was taken in order to arrive at soî ie idea as to what the 

entire group considered a eatisfactoiy measurement. None of the group 

felt that a measui-enent in their kitchen should be increased, but 

there were nino participants who thought that at least one measurement 

taken in her kitchen w»*j too long. 

The mean averages of the distances measured were as followst 

aistance from oven to siirface unit, 4.9 feeti from oven to sink, 7«7 

feet I from oven to refrigerator, 9*1 festi and from oven to family 

eating' area, 6.1 feet. The mean av^erage walking distances were: from 

the aurfaoe unit to the refrigerator, 8.1 feeti from the sink to the 

surface unit, 5*6 feet} and from the refrigerator to tha sink, 7»6 

feet. The mean average of the work triangle %ras 21.4 feet) the work 

quadrangle, 26.0 feeti and the work area plus the distance to and from 

the eating area, 51*2 feet. As can be seen in Table VI, the figures in 

the second column are reducf^d only slightly. The distance of the 

work triangle, the work quadrangle, and the dietenoe of the family 

eating area combined with the work area are shown in graphic form in 

Figure 3« 
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TABLS VI 

MEAN AVERAGE KITCHEN DISTANCES 

Items Measured in Kitchens 

Mean Average in Feet 
of Distances Measured 

A U 
Measurements 

Meaeuremente 
Satisfaetery 
to Homemaker 

Distance from oven tot 

Surface unit« 

Sink. 

Refrigerater< 

Family eating area* 

Walking distance I 

Surface unit te refrigerater« 

Sink to surface unit. 

Refrigerator to sink« 

Verk triangle die tense 

weik quadrangle distance.... • 

Walking distance when family eating 

area Is added te work ouadrsnglei 

.4:???. 
J;7?l, 

6.115 

8.156 

5.6X3 

,.I:6??, 
2 1 . ^ 

26.o;f, 

JI.268 

8*040 

J.791. 

5.528 

..7:57?, 
21.018 

?5:?9?, 

.5i:9M, 
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FIGURE 5. 

WALKING DISTANCES IN KITCHENS 
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Factors influencing kitchen distances 

Table VII contains information obtained from a study of the 

kitchen floor plans \^i(^ was thought to be of value in analysing the 

measurements regarding equipment relationships and walking distances. 

Eighty-two peroent of the kitchens had dishwashers, 40 percent 

of which were located in continuous work assemblies between the sink 

and surface luiit or the refrigerator. Although there was a large 

percentage of kitchens with dishwashers, 96 percent of the kitchens 

had double sinks. In 84 percent of the kitchens, comer storage in the 

base oabinets was accessable in the kitchen. Since the more desirable 

types of base comer storage require 24 inches of bane cabinet frontage 

in order to make the comer storage acoessable, the use of this feature 

usually adds to the distance between two pieces of equipment. Thirty of 

the kitchen plans had work assemblies which could not be closed off from 

another room. This open type of planning sometimes contributes to 

greater •work distances as a greater linear footage of short wall cabi

nets is nseded to fulfill storage requirements. Twenty-one kitchens 

had bars of some type, and 22 had tables. All of these above mentioned 

factors could have affected the size and the shape of the Mork. assemblies 

found in this study. 
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The actual location of ovens in kitchen asssmblies showed a 

definite pattern. In all but a few irregularly shaped kitchens, the 

oven was placed on the end of a kitchen work assembly, a location which 

placed it outside the work triangle. This placement was exclusive of 

supplementary Items, such as pantriest broom closets, plan desks, and 

decorative areas. The pantries and broom closets were usually placed 

between the oven cabinet and the comer of the room. This arrangement 

provided elbow room at both sides of the oven for the homemaker. 

The slriapes of the kitchen assemblies were varied, but certain 

preferences could be noted regarding the placement of the oven. In 

most of the broken 'J-shape kitchens and in all L-shape kitchens, includ

ing those with islands or peninsular bars added to the main assembly, 

the oven was located at one end of the L. A check %ras made of the 

plans to see if there was a preference aa to which end of the aaaembly 

the oven waa placed, but about aa many were located at the end nearest 

the family eating area as were located away from it. Since the 

refrigerator often occupied a position at the opposite end of the L, 

the way in which the refrigerator door waa hinged was in many cases the 

determining factor in locating the oven. In the conventional U-ahape 

kitohen» there waa a preference for placing the oven at the end of the 

assembly located closest to the family eating area* Four kitchens in 

the study which had a U-shape assembly also had cabinetry and appliances 

on a fourth wall. In three of these kitchens, the oven was placd on 

this separate wall, and in the fourth the refrigerator occupied this 

location. 
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FACTORS INPLUBICING KITCHEN DISTANCES 

29 

ItStt 

Kitchens in which 
Item Is Used 

Nunber Peroent 
sss 

guiJB/UOBULM 

Dliriiiiasher. 

Double sink< 

Arohiteoturml features i 

Acoessable base oomer storage 

in kitehsAi 

qpsn typs kltoksn :plsm.... 

LoostiQtt of ov«A at end of work 

«sssBibly< 

fable or bar space in kitohen< 

Pass liirough used. • 

Pass to bar ofx voric eountor« 

Cart or tragr u s e d . . . . . . .• 

41 

48 

42̂  

50 

46 

45 

5 

6 

5 

82 

96 

84 

60 

92 

86 

10 

12 

10 
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Location sL tfeft oven jLa relation to other 
equiTaaent andl Jg Jhe family eating area 

The fact that the partieipanta in this study had a definite 

preference for locating their oven or ovens near the surface \inits is 

further emphasized in Table Till. Fifty-eight percent lowitei the 

oven nearest the aurface unit in their kitchena, and 74 percent stated 

that they would prefer thia relationship of equipment if they were to 

build again. Ten of the 50 participants located their ovens near the 

family eating area, while six homemakers located their ovens near the 

refrigerator, and five participants located their ovens near the sink. 

One homemaker whose oven waa located near her aurface unit aaid that 

aha would prefer that her oven be located near her mixing area if aha 

were planning another home. 

The partieipanta were aaked if the apecifis location of the 

oven in relationahip to other equipment was important. Sixty peroent 

said that this factor waa inportant, and 54 percent of these homemakers 

preferred that the oven be located near the surface unit. This figure 

left only 6 peroent who felt that it was important to locate the oven in 

other areas. Of the 40 percent who felt that the specific location of 

the oven was unimportant, 20 peroent preferred that the oven be located 

near the surface unit, while the remaining 20 percent were homemakers 

who had located the oven near the family eating area, the refrigerator, 

or the sink. 

file:///inits
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TABLE YIII 

LOCATION OF 0\rSN IN RELATICH TO OTRER EQUIPMENT 
AND TO THE PAMIUT EATING AREA 

Plaoement of Oven 

Oren plaoed nearesti 

Leeation 

Num
ber 

29 

10 

6 

0 

5 

Per 
Cent 

5S 

20 

12 

0 

10 

If Building Again 

Preferred „ 
Leeation 

Num
ber 

57 

4 

4 

1 

4 

Per 
Cent 

74 

8 

8 

2 

8 

SnAAifia 

Unimportant 

Num
ber 

10 

5 

4 

0 

5 ̂  

Per 
Cent 

20 

6 

8 

0 

6 

LeoAtiom 
Importmat 

Num
ber 

27 

1 

0 

1 

1 

Per 
C«it 

54 

2 

0 

2 

2 
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^'iseussion of the oven oenter is divided into three sections 

which will cover the type of equipment used and preferred, the oven 

housing and ita atorage uses, and the counterspace used with the oven. 

Type of equipment 

This section will cover the type of equipment used and preferred 

in the participant's home and the features of the separate oven type 

installation important to her. 

Equipment used and preferred 

The type of oven and ventilating equipment used and preferred 

by the particiimnts is shown in Table Till, Fifty-eight peroent of the 

participants used single ovens, either electric with one baking compart

ment and broiler combined, or a gas oven with the baking oven above and 

the broiler compartment below. Fifty-two percent of the group would 

use this type if they were to build again. The second type of oven 

selected by the participants %raa the one-piece oven with the primary 

oven above and the aecondasy oven below. The secondary oven was smaller 

than the primary oven in most cases. Thia type of oven facilities was 

owned by 16 of the 50 hoaeraakera, and 17 said they would prefer this 

type if they were building again. Other types of installations 

reported were two single ovens stacked, two ovens plaoed side by side, 

a one-piece oven with the electric broiler below, a single oven installed 

under the counter, and an installation with an electronic and an electric 
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oven located aide by aide. Each type mentioned was represented by 

at least one installation. The single oven installed under a counter 

would be installed in the same manner if the homemaker were to biiild 

again. Five participants said they \ oul. prefer two ovens installed 

aide by aide in their next homea, while one participant would inatall 

two ovens at separate locations in a future h(»ae. It is interesting 

to note that althou^ stacking of two single ovens was not preferred, 

the typs of one-piece equipment with a primary oven above and a 

secondary oven below was quite popular. A total of 27 homemakers 

preferred the faoilities of a single oven, while 25 felt that they 

needed the faoilities of two ovens. 

A large group (92 percent) of the participants had installed 

hoods and ventilator fans over the surface unite, and an even greater 

number (96 peroent) would prefer thia equipment if they were to build 

again. Forty peroent had a ventilator fan with a hood installed over 

the oven, while 54 percent said they would install that equipment if 

they were building again. The installation of a ventilator fan in the 

furring was the method of ventilating used and preferred Xxy one 

participant • 
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TABLE IX 

'1' '̂  ^ •p̂  OP OTEH AND TENTIUTIITt EQUIPMENT USED AND 
PREFERRED BY THE PABTICIPANTS 

Type of Equipment 

One-piece oven with primary oven 

ftliAWi . a^ftandAW o v a n b e l o w a « 

One-piece oven with electrio 

Sleotronio range and e lectr ic 

M/trul AnA ^A.n nvmv • i i v fa .aa i m i t B . 
UOOVl nt lU , A w l . WWJk • U * A < * W U H A W B . 

Tent i la tor fan with hood over 

VAvitl liktor fan i n fanHfur aTea. • 

Type 1 

Number 

29 

16 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

46 

20 

1 

Used 

Percent 

58 

32 

2 

2 

0 

2 

2 

2 

92 

40 

2 

Preferred Type 
i f Building Again 

Number 

26 

17 

0 

5 

1 

0 

1 

0 

48 

27 

1 

Percent 

52 

54 

0 

10 

2 

0 

2 

0 

96 

54 

2 
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Features of ths separate oven installation regarded iapcrtsnt 

In order to determine what features of the built-in oven 

installation were of inportanee to the homemaker, the author of this 

study asked each hoMemaker to list and rate in order of inportsnoo the 

three features of her built-in oven that appealed moat to her. The 

siigsgested list used in the interview schedule included items which may 

have influoneed the homonsker* a decision in buying built-in or free-

stsAding cooking equipment. She was free to choose other items if those 

mentioned did not suggest features impcrtcnt to her. She also listed 

any feature that in her opinion should be improved. The information 

oos^iXod is shown in Table X. 

Seventgr-oight percent of the partioipsnts chose the following 

three features i ease of olesning around the cooking equipmenty built-

in appearsnoe» end counter working level for the oven. Of the three 

items mentioned abovet the built-in appearance was said to be the most 

important feature by the largest number of participants. However, ease 

of olesning inside the oven wae snother feature which 54 peroent of the 

group rsnked in first» eecondf or third order. Tan percent of the 

participants felt that this feature * ease of olesning inside the oven -

was in need of Improveaent* Other itms whioh ths partioipsnts would 

like to see iaproved weret the perforssnce of the oven, special 

accessories or features of the event size of the oveni the durability 

of the finish* snd the quality of ^ e appliance. 
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TABLE X 

7EATDBRS (ff> TBS SSPAEAOS OYSN ISSTALUTION COISIDEEED 
OP IMPOfiTANCE BI THE PARTICIPANTS 

ItOI 

Counter working level 

Base of oleaning sreiind 

Sase of olesning 

Spoolnl sooessorios or 

A«k«MmBk4> m^ * « k A A * JiAJUm»4 mM. -

Working spsoe without 

oreeks mroand 

Order of Inportanee 

First 

Num
ber 

15 

12 

11 

9 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Per 
Gent 

30 

24 

22 

18 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Seoond 

Nua-
ber 

11 

16 

U 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

0 

0 

0 

Per 
Cent 

22 

52 

28 

U 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

Third 

Ntts-
ber 

15 

11 

U 

10 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Per 
Cent 

26 

22 

28 

20 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Need to 
Lsproro 

Vuii-
ber 

0 

0 

0 

1 5 

..A.. 

7 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

Per 
Cent 

0 

0 

0 

10 

6 

U 
0 

0 

2 

2 

2 
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Q^Bn housing 

Diaouaaion of the housing for the oven includes the type of 

material uaed, the type and use of storage provided, and the height 

at which the oven was installed. 

Material used for housing oven 

As shown in Table XI, a wood houaing for the oven waa ohoaen 

by 45 of the 50 partiolpants, while three preferred steel, three brick, 

and one plastic. The popularity of brick is indicated by the fact that 

20 peroent of the participants who had used other materials would change 

to brick if they should build again. One homen^ker thou^^t she would 

prefer to house the oven in stone if she were to build again. 

Storage in oven housing 

All but one of the participants had some type of storage above 

or below the oven, according to the inforiBaticn compiled in Table XI. 

There was a stationary shelf below the oven in 26 percent of the 

installations, a drawer or pull-out shelf below the oven in 64 percent 

of the kitchens, snd a vertical tray divider below the oven in 2 per

cent of the hones. There was a decrease in the number of participants 

who would include storage above and below the oven if they planned to 

build again. This decrease nay have been due to the deaire for using 

more brick or stone in a new house than was used in the house included 

in this study. Also, some of the participants mentioned that they used 

the space above the oven as a pert of the decorative aapect of tde 

kitchen. An example of how one participant inoorporated atorage into 

a brick housing for her oven ia ahown in Figure 4. 
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TABLE XI 

OTSN HOUSING USED AND PREFERRED 
BY THS PARTICIPANTS 

Oven Houeing 

Material usedi 

Wood.... 

Steel... 

Brick.. 

Plastic. 

Stone... 

Storage contained« 

Above or below Cfwen 

Above oven..... 

Below oven...••.••••.•• 

Drawer or p«ill»out ahelf below 

Staticnnxy shelf below 

Tray divider below 

Tjrpe Used 

Number 

43 

5 

1̂  

0 

.4?, 

47, 

1 

Percent 

86 

6 

6 

0 

98 

94 

,?1 

2 

Preferred T^pe if 
Building Again 

Number 

??. 
2̂  

15 

1̂  

1 

49 

40 

Peroent 

M 
.?9, 

1?. 
1 

66 

..1 
26 

2 

80 

86, 

60 

2 
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FIGURE h. 

EXAMPLE OF STORAGE INCORPORATKD IN A 
BRICK OVEN HOUSING 

5: 
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Use of storage in oven houaing 

Most of the participants were well satisfied with the utility 

of the storage located either above or below their ovens. The items 

stored, as shown in Table XII, were of many kinda. 

Equipment uaed with the oven was stored in this location by 

60 percent of the group, while 32 percent found this space satisfaotory 

for storing trays and other serving equipment. Several of the partiei

panta had vertical divisions erected in the storage area above the oven 

and used the apace for storing trays and other large, shallow objects. 

Snail appliances were stored in this area by 22 peroent of the 

homemakers, while 14 percent found it a satisfactory place for storing 

dry foods. Such a storage area was used by 36 percent of the partici

pants as a plaoe for keeping items seldom used, while 14 percent found 

it useful for keeping sorplus utensils such as pots and pans. Canned 

food, linens, and cook books were also stored in the area. One 

pnrtiolpant said that the area below her oven was her only plaoe for 

storing vegetables and soft drinks. 

It might be noted that when a ventilator fan with an oven hood 

wan installed over an oven, which was the case in 40 percent of the 

kitchens, little storage area remained above the oven. The shape of the 

storage area around the ventilator made the space suitable for tray 

files for storing large, shallow objects. 
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TABLE XII 

USE QF STORAGE ABOVE AND BELOW OTEN 

Storage 

Articles storedt 

Mscellaneous itema seldom 

1hr>ftva nnA «^t»« l i t ^ anii"t iiMiaii t" 
LAm^ m eftllU W J C v J U i Q V^vU^yHIUm w . • • 

Satisfaction 

Hueh 

Num
ber 

50 

18 

16 

11 

. . . 7 . . 

. . . I . . 
2 

1 

1 

0 

Per 
Cent 

60 

?̂  
32 

22 

M 
14 

1.. 
2 

2 

0 

Same 

Num
ber 

2 

5 

0 

0 J 

0 I 

0 ^ 

0 

0 

0 

1 

Per 
Cant 

4 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

Litt le 

Num
ber 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Per 
Cent 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

. — . . I I . — 
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Height of oven aa related to its use 

Since a given oven installation may be too h i ^ for one person 

and too low for another, an attempt was made to relate the measurements 

of the height of the ovens to the individual homemakera. Thia analogy 

was made by measuring the distance between the top surface of the open 

oven door and the homemaker* a elbow. The measurement was taken with 

the homemaker*s upper arm in a resting position at her side and her 

lower arm in a position parallel with the floor, as shown in Figure 5. 

Participants were asked at the time the neaaurement waa taken if they 

would prefer the oven at a different height from that at which it was 

inatalled* The reaulta of the measurements and the homemakera* commenta 

are summarized in Table XIII. 

Twenty-nine of the 50 primary ovens were so inatalled that the 

heii^t of the oven door when open was from three to six inches below 

the homemaker* s elbow. Three were inatalled so that the open door was 

even with the participant's elbow, and three were installed so that the 

door was nine to 10 inches below her elbow. The one shown to be more 

than 10 inches below the participant's elbow was the oven installed under 

a counter. One of the eight gas ovens was so installed that the door 

was from three to four inches above the homemaker* s elbow. Since the 

broiler section was below the oven in the gas models, the participants 

preferred to install them at a height greater than the hei^t at which 

max^ of the primary electric ovens were installed. One of the 41 

electrio models used as a primary oven in this study was an oven equipped 

with french doors hinged at the side. In every case but two, the 

participants preferred the oven at the height at %ihich it was installed. 

Two of the homemakers preferred that their ovens be raised slightly. 
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"^L31E XIII 

HEIGHT Of OVEN DOOR KS RELATED TO 
ITS USE BY THE PARTICIPANT 

Heia^t of Open Oven 
Door in Relation to 
Homemaker* a Blbow 

Top aurface of open 
oven door; 

More than 10" below 

Side hinged atyle used. 

Distance 

Now 

Nimi-

ber 

..?., 

..?., 

.M.J 

.}?., 

..?.. 

..?.. 

1 

0 

1 

1 

PBT 
Cent 

6 

18 

28 

^ 

6 

6 

2 

0 

2 

2 

Would 
Prefer 

Num
ber 

...?., 
11 

12 

..}5.. 

...J.. 

..?.. 

1 

0 

1 

1 

P9T 
Cent 

6 

22 

24 

?0 

6 

6 

2 

0 

2 

2 

Type of Oven 

Gas 

Num
ber 

1 

.̂.J,. 
2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

'̂  

1 

0 

Per 
Cent 

2 

6 

4 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

Electric 

Num
ber 

2 

6 

12 

..\}.. 

...?.. 

...?., 

1 

0 

0 

1 

Per 
Cent 

4 
12 

24 

26 

6 

6 

2 

0 

0 

2 
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FIGURE 5 . 

DISTANCE MEASURED REGARDING R E U T I V E HEIGHT 
OF OPEN OVEN DOOR TO HOMEMAKER'S ELBOW 

UlSrAltCE 

ET 

. / 

rf\ 

\\ 

^ . 
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Counte^paoe 

Table XIT ahowa the findings regarding the counterspace used 

in conjunction with the 8ex)arate oven. Since the counterspace used 

with the oven waa not alwaya the counterspaoe located next to the 

appliance. Table XIT ia divided into two partst the counterspaoe 

located next to the oven and the location of the counterspaoe used with 

the oven. 

Counterspace next to the oven 

The greatest number of the participants had 38 inches or more 

of counterspaoe next to the oven. However, a check of the kitchen floor 

plana shows that in every case this length of counter area had been 

planned ao that It could be uaed for other activities as well as with 

the oven. This finding was true also of the counter areas 26 to 37 

inches in length which were located next to the oven. 

Of the 14 kitchens which had no counterspace by the oven, 12 

were kitchens in which the oven was located adjacent to the surface 

unit. The lack of counterspace next to the oven was not important to 

some of the participants, as 12 would prefer to plan their kitchen 

without counterspaoe next to the oven if they were to build again. 

Nine homemakers had 14 to 19 inches of counterspace next to the oven, 

and five had 20 to 25 Inches. A significant fact was that 11 of the 

participants would plan a counterapaoe 20 to 25 inches in length if 

they should build another hone. 
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Location of counterspace used with the oven 

It is interesting to note that although 36 of the 50 partici

pants had counterspaoe next to the oven, only 26 said that thia 

counterspace was used with the oven. When there was available counter

spaoe on an island or peninsular area located in front of the oven, 

this space sc»aetimes was preferred for the placing of hot food taken 

from the oven. It may be noted in Table XIV that six of the partici

pants used counterapaoe within four feet of the front of the oven. The 

fact that acme of the homemakera preferred to set hot foods on a 

stainless steel counter section or on a serving counter accounts for the 

use in some cases of other counters besides the one located next to the 

oven. 

The 10 participants using counterspace within three or four 

feet of the side of the oven were those who had the surface unit located 

between the oven and the counterspaoe used with the oven. The home-

maker with the oven installed under the ootinter found the counterspaoe 

above the oven very convenient, since it was a stainless steel section 

and could receive hot foods directly from the oven. One participant 

used only the surface unit top or a cart when placing hot food taken 

from her oven. 

Of the 12 peroent of the homemakers who used counterspace 

located more than four feet frcm the oven, only fovir percent would use 

this location if they were buildin,«: again. The location of the counter-

specs which gained in preference was that next to the oven. 
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COUNTERSPACE USED WITH OVEN 
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Length of Counterepao< 
Next te Oven 

Length 

Number Percent 

Length Preferred 
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Number Percent 
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26 - 37".».. 

58 »* or more< 
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eide. .? 18 18 
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eide. 

Within 4' of oven to the front .f a. ,§, 

More than 4* from oven. i. 
Over oven. 

Surface unit snd cart* 

.1. 

n. 
.9. 

I?, 

.1. 

n. 
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Other uses of counterspaoe 

Only oiM participant in the group of 50 had a oounterspaoe 

used for the oven only, as shown in Table XV. In contrast, 45 partiol

pente used for their oven counterspace that also served another work 

center. 

A check of the kitchen plans revealed what these other work 

centers were. In 27 kitchens the counterspace uaed for the oven waa 

alao need %rith the aurfaoe unit. In nine kitchens, the oven counter-

sjpace was used as a mixing area as well as being used with the surface 

unit. One ecunterapace uaed with the oven waa alao used as a serving 

area in addition to being used with the surface unit, making a total 

of 37 oven and surface unit counterepaoe combinations. Other work 

centers sharing counterspace with the oven were the sink and the mixing 

area. 

A serving area, a center for small electrioal appliances, and 

a snack bar represented other uses for the counterspace serving the 

oven. The homemakers did not indicate any desire for a change in the 

common use of counterspace for the oven and other activities if they 

planned to build amother home* 
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Pacilitiea receiving hot foods from oven 

Facilities that received hot foods from the oven are shown in 

Table XVI. Separate equipment set on the countertop, such as trivets, 

tiles, cutting boards, and the like, were the materials on which most 

of the hot foods from the oven were placed, this type of facility 

being used by 74 peroent of the participants. The surface unit top, 

used by 60 percent of the homemakers for this purpose, was also very 

popular. 

Only a few partieipanta used mnprotected oountertops for 

placing hot foods from the oven. Althou^ two homemakers aaid that 

they aet hot foods on their laminated plaatic countertopa and had not 

harmed them, one participant had damaged her laminated plaatic counter-

top in thia way. Five homemakers had insets of stainless ateel or 

hard wood built into their ooiuitertops. The insets were designed to 

receive hot foods directly from the oven. 

The pull-out bread board was the item of the survey which 

showed the greatest gain in preference as a facility for receiving hot 

foods from the oven. Eighteen percent of the homemakers would like 

this facility if they were to build again. The stainless steel inset 

in ths countertop also was mentioned by several participants. How

ever, one of the homemakers using stainless steel for this purpose 

said she would not have it installed again. She felt that a stainless 

steel counter area was difficult to clean. 
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TABLE XVI 

FACILITIES THAT RECEIVE HOT FOODS FROM THS OVIN 

Faoilitiee Ussd 
Facing 

Number Percent 

Preferred Facili'^ 
if Building Again 

Number Peroent 
;s=s: 

Separate material set on 

oounter« 

Surface unit top. 

Pull-out breed board. 

Countertop materialei 

Stainlees steel. 

Laminated plastic. 

Wood blo(̂ « 

Oven door of other oven. 

Cart........ 

Table 

37 

.?9, 

.1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

74 

60 

8 

8 

.1 
2 

,4. 

2 

34 

.?T, 

.? 

2 

2 

1 

68 

18 

.4.. 

..4..J 

2 
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Oven-Type Cookery 

Use of the oven by the participants is summarized in Tables 

XVII and XVIII, which are concerned with the methods of cooking used 

by the participants and with the frequency of the use of each method. 

Since in some oases small appliances and barbecues fulfill the same 

general function as the oven, information was gathered regarding the 

use of these items in various methods of cooking. 

Methods and frequency of use of oven-type cookery 

Table XVII shows that the oven was used by all of the partici

pants for baking* Baking was the method of cooking which 52 percent 

of the homemakers said they used frequently, while 42 percent said they 

used it moderately. Boasting was the method of cooking that half of 

the participants used frequently, while 32 peroent used it moderately. 

Broiling was a method employed frequently by 23 of the 50 homemakers. 

In thia last mentioned method of cooking the homemaker was inclined to 

use not only the oven but other equipment as well. Two of the 50 

participants aaid they did not broil or warm cooked food. 

The method of cooking listed as "warming of cooked food** was 

explained to the participant as the heating of frozen cooked food, the 

heating of prepared food bou^t at the food shop, or the heating of 

cooked food left from a previous meal. This method of cooking was 

used less frequently than the other methods listed. 
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Methods and frequency of using 
the oven and other equipment 

Table XTIII summarizes the use of equipment. All of the 

participants used the oven for baking, while only one of the homemakera 

uaed other equipment in addition to her oven for this method of cooking. 

The additional equipment uaed waa an electric roaater oven of the 

portable type. 

Although 48 of the 50 partieipanta used their ovena for broiling, 

31 used one or more '̂ i>e8 of additional equipment for broiling, pan 

broiling, or barbecuing. Three homemakere used separate broilers | 26 

used outdoor barbecue equipment| and seven used electric skillets or 

surface unit equipment. lalf of the participants who owned outdoor 

barbecues used them in the winter as well as in the summer. 

Roasting was another method of oven-type cookery used by 47 

of the homemakers. However, other types of equipment were used for 

this method of cookingi seven participants stated that they used an 

electrio roaster oven of the portable typei eight used surface unit 

equipment I and five participants used electric skillets for roasting. 

Almost all warming of cooked food of the type previously described was 

done in the oven. 
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CHAPTER III 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMi-ElfDATIONS 

Summary and Conclusions 

Information regarding the placement and the use of the separate 

oven in 50 South Plains homes was obtained principally from an inter

view with each homemaker in her new kitchen. luestione of a sociological 

nature were included in the interview schedule for the purpose of 

analyzing and evaluating the information compiled. The interview was 

supplemented by a study of the scaled kitchen floor plan used by each 

participant in the building of her home. 

The homemakers in this study were mainly in their middle or late 

stage of the family cycle. The largest number of participants were over 

35 years of age and had children in school. Another group was made up 

of homemakers whose children had married and were no longer living at 

home. Some of the smaller kitchens were owned by families consisting 

only of a4ults. However, some of the large kitchens used regularly by 

adults had been planned to accommodate the visits of children euid 

grandchildren, a fact that made the kitchens rather lar̂ je for daily use. 

Over one half of the husbands mentioned in this study were 

owners or managers of businesses or farms. Only 18 percent of the 

homemakers were gainfully employed outside the home. 

About half of the homes were located in a city, and the remain

ing half were located in small towns or on farms. Building costs of 

dwellings ranged from the moderate to deluxe housing category. Since 

56 
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alacst ell of the homes were air-conditioned, heat from the oven was 

not an important factor in locating the oven. 

All of the kitchens were either combined with a family eating 

area or with another room auch as a family room or den. A table or bar 

in the kitchen waa the most popular type of family eating area, with 

informal type oerrLng being used to a great extent by the participants. 

Although some of the homea were large, almost all of the kitchens 

were planned for the use of the homeasiker and other family members only. 

Hired help usisally performed cleaning taaka in the home, while the 

homemaker or other family member prepared and served the meals. 

^ e mean average work triangle diatance (21.4 feet) and the 

mean average work quadrangle diatance (26.0 feet) of the kitchens in 

thia study were longer than the distances recommended in previous 

etudies. In the score sheet by Ranney (4) the work triangle distance 

of from 12 to 20 feet was given the highest rating. Bryant (1) sum

marized the work quadrangle measurement as followst "The sum of the 

distance between the sink, refri^rator, built-in range, and oven 

(work quadrangle) should equal sixteen to twenty-four feet.** Both the 

Ranney atudy and the Bryant studies were concerned with kitchens which 

inoorporated the hand method of dishwashing. A large number of the 

participants in the present study had mechanical dishwashers, and almost 

all of the homemakers had selected double sinks. Base oomer storage 

accessable from the kitchen wae einother popular feature which added to 

the length of some of the kitchen distances. The open style of plan

ning contributed to the size of some of the kitchens, since a greater 

span of short wall cabinets was needed to satisiy the same storage needs 
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vi&ich could have been fulfilled by fewer wall cabinets of a standard 

height. Since the use of additional appliances and special types of 

comer bass storage frequently added to the width of the kitchen work 

assembly, adequate space for a feaily eating area was more often 

present in these kitchena than in kitehena with leas equipment. In 

many of the participants* floor plana, the diatance added to the work 

quadrangle when the route to and froa the family eating area waa 

Included, was very email. A small increase indicated that the family 

eating area was very oloeely related to the work assembly. 

The majority of the homemakere preferred their separate oven to 

be located near the aurface unit. Over one half of the partioipante 

reported that the apecifie looation of their oven waa is^rtant to 

thea* In all but a few cases i^e oven was located at the end of the 

kitchen work aaaembly, a location which placed the oven outside the 

work triangle and which allowed counterspaoe to be continuous. 

Over one half of the homemakers found that the facilities of 

a single oven were adequate for their needs. Of the participants 

preferring the faoilities of a double oven, many chose the one-piece 

oven with the primary oven above and the aecondary oven below, and 

several aeleoted two ovena located aide by aide. Ventilating equip

ment over the surface units was preferred by almost all of the 

partiolpants, while a hood and ventilator fan over the oven were desired 

by more than one half of the hoaemakers. 

Features of the separate oven type of installation of cocking 

equipment that were regarded as important to the participants werei 

the ease of cleaning around oooklag equipment, the built-in appearance 

of the equipment, and the counter working level for the oven. Although 
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the ease of oleaning the interior of the oven was mentioned leaa 

frequently than the three featurea previoualy named, it was a feature 

that not only influenced the selection of equipment but also was a 

feature that was listed as in need of improvement. 

The rating of the above features may be of particular import

ance to the kitchen planner and to those epeoulating on future treade 

in cooking eqiiipment. The popularity of the separate oven installed 

at a counter working level ia quite clear in thia atudy, with one 

exception in which the homemaker preferred the oven to be inatalled 

under the counter. However, the rating indicatea that if the other 

inpovtant featurea (the built-in appearance and the ease of cleaning) 

were met, ovens installed below counter level aight gain in acceptance 

in kitchens in which the installation of the oven at counter working 

height waa difficult or impractical. Thia fact would apply to the 

case in which the homemaker muat make a choice between bending over to 

use the oven or walking a conaiderable diatance to uae it at counter 

working height. 

Wood was the oven housing material preferred by most of the 

participants. However, an increase in the popularity of the use of 

brick for the oven housing was indicated by the homemakers in response 

to the question regarding their choioe of materials if they should 

build again. Most of the participants were satisfied with the utility 

of the storage which was located above and below their oven. In thefe 

locations were stored items used with the oven, trays and other serving 

equipment, and a variety of items seldom used. A preference was shoim 

for the installation of a drawer or sliding shelf in the storage below 

the oven. 
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The height at which the oven was located was considered an 

item of importance to the hoaemakers. The majority of the partici

pants preferred that the oven be installed so that the top of the open 

oven door was froa one to six inches below the homema er*s elbow. The 

most popular range of measurements was the one in which the top of the 

open oven door was from three to six inches below the homemaker* s elbow. 

The atudy agreed in general with Steidl (7) who recommended that the 

aeparate oven be plaoed ao that the top side of the fully opened oven 

door be between one and seven inches below the homemaker*s elbow. The 

three-inch level was the popular distance between the oven door and the 

homemaker* s elbow in the study ^ Steidl. 

The majority of the homemakers had counterspace next to tneir 

ovens %^ich exceeded 25 inches in length, but this expanse of counter-

top also served an additional work oenter or activity. The work center 

most frequently involved in thia comnicn use of counterspace was the 

aiirface unit area. When the homemakers were asked what length of counter 

they would prefer to use with their oven if they were to build again, 

their responses indicated an increase in the popularity of the length 

range of 20 to 25 inchea for the ooimterspace. Snook and Lawrence (6) 

recommended 18 to 24 inches of counterspace next to the separate oven. 

A significant fact in the study of the use of the separate oven by 

the 50 South Plains homemakers was that 10 of the 36 participants who 

had counterspace located next to the oven used other counter areas for 

plaoing hot foods taken from the oven. Several hc»Bemakers preferred to 

place foods on an island or peninsula counterspace located in front 

of the oven. A number of hoaemakers who had an oven adjacent to the 
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surface unit preferred to use the counter area beyond the surface unit 

for placing food taken from the oven. Most of the participants who 

used oven ooimterspace located more than four feet from t^e oven, 

indicated that they would prefer counterspace located next to their 

oven if they were to build another home. 

Separate materials placed on the counter, such as trivets, 

tiles, and cutting boards were the materials uaed by the greatest 

number of the participants for placing hot foods taken from the oven. 

The surface unit top was also used extensively for this purpose. 

Although several of the participants had facilities built into cabinet 

tops or into cabinetry for this purpose, the pull-out bread board whioh 

could be removed and placed on the counter was the built-in feature 

which most hoaemakers would chocae if they should build again. 

In general, the homemakers participating in the study used 

their ovens frequently, althou^^ some of the functions of the oven were 

at times performed l^ the use of small appliances. Broiling was the 

method of cooking for which homemakers most frequently used other 

equipment. The outdoor barbecue was particularly popular, since half 

of the max^ participants who owned thia piece of equipment uaed it in 

the summer and in the winter. Roasting was performed not only by 

using the oven but also by using electric skillets and surface unit 

equiimient. 

Situations and preferences steuid out in thia study whioh iziay or 

Biay not be typical of conditions in other areas. In general, the 50 

kitchens located in homes on the South Plains of Texas differed in 

three ways from the kitchena found in plans analyzed in other studies s 
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in the large number of table areas and bars located in kitchena i in the 

popularity of the open type plani and in tne use of additional equipment 

which reaulted in large woric trianglea and work quadrangles. 

Recommendations 

The study revealed the following aituationa and preferences of 

homemakera of the South Plains of Texas. These findings may serve as 

guides for planning kitchens in which the separate oven is an appliance 

desired by the homemaker. 

1. Distances between work centers in small or large kitchens should 

be designed for the efficient use by one person, although the size 

and shape of the work assembly may be designed for concurrent use 

by two or more workers. In tlds study it was found that althou^ 

other family members or a maid occaaionally worked with the home-

maker, the homemaker working alone did the largest part of the 

food prep£Lration and serving. 

2. Storage and counter area at each work center should be the minimum 

amount necessary for efficient use. Work triangle and work quad

rangle distances are inclined to be long in kitchens incorporating 

additional equipacnt. Storage outside the main work area of items 

infrequently used will increase the work efficiency of the kitchen. 

5. Family eating areas should be located in a close relationship to 

the kitchen work assembly. This relationship was aoccmplished in 

this study by the location of the family eating areas in the kitchens 

in close proximity to the work quadrangle or by the use of pass 

throu^s from woric assemblies to fainily eating areas located near-by 

the kitchen. Care should be taken that eu equate space is allowed 
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for coafortable seating and that space is provided for paf^sageways. 

4* Separate ovens should be placed at the end of work assembliee in 

most plans. This arrangeaent usually places the oven outside the 

work triangle and tends to allow work counters to be continuous. 

Use of brooa closets and pantries between the oven area and a wall 

or door to the side usually allows elbow room for the homemaker 

at eaidi side of the oven. 

5* The iaportsnoe of the relationship of the separate oven to other 

equipaent should be considered in planning kitchens. Over one 

half of the hoaeaakers in this study felt that it was iaportant 

that their oven be located in a close working relationship with 

the surface unit. The kitchen planner needa to know whether or 

not the individual hoaeioaker ia in the habit of using an oven and 

aurfaoe unit concurrently. An example of thia type of use would be 

cooking of eggs at the surface unit while toast was being prepared 

or bacon being broiled in the oven. 

6. Aesthetic and social values as well as work efficiency should be 

conaidered in planning the kitchen. If aesthetic or social 

qualities of a deaired plan detract froa work efficiency, the nome-

maker muat decide which qualities in a kitchen are more imx>ortant 

to her. 

7* Selection of the type and number of ovens ahould be in accordance 

with the needa of the individual faodly. Over one half of the 

homemakers in thia atudy found that a single oven was adequate for 

their needa, while the aajority of those deairing a double oven 

found the one-piece oven with a primary oven above and a secondary 
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oven below to be adequate for their needa. 

8. A hood and ventilator fan over the oven she ild be considered. 

Over one half of the hoaemakers in this study preferred this 

equipment. 

9* A separate oven located under the counter or one of the types of 

equipaent whioh has the appearance of a built-in but which has 

the oven and surface unit combined in one appliance ia recommended 

in situations in which the installation of a separate oven at 

counter working height is impractical. 

10. Storage should be planned above and below the oven, unless the 

area around the oven is a decorative focal point. 

11. The oven should be mounted at a safe, convenient hei^t. The 

majority of homemakers in this study preferred to have the oven 

installed in such a manner that the top of the open oven door was 

from one to six inches below the elbow of the homemaker. Home-

makers desiring the oven to be installed higher should be made 

aware of the fact that danger of receiving bums from the hot oven 

door increases when the oven is installed at a height greater 

than ia here recommended. 

12. Counterapaoe which not only serves the oven but another center or 

activity as well is recommended. 

15« A minimum of from 22 to 25 inches of counterspace shovild be pro

vided for use with the oven. Coxmterspace next to the oven is 

generally preferred. Counterepaoe in some plans wnioh involve 

ialand or penin^uL.? counter areas is preferred to be located 

wittiin four feet of the ro" t of the oven. Counterspace within 
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four feet of the oven is acceptable in plans where the oven is 

adjacent to the surface unit eutid where there is counterspace next 

to the siirface unit. 

14* Facilitiea ahould be provided for receiving hot food from the oven. 

These facilities could be provided in one or more of the following 

wayst materials to be placed on the counter could be stored at 

the oven locatloni space could be provided for setting hot foods on 

the surface unit topi a removable bread board could be built into 

the cabinetry at a location near the oveni or an inset of stainless 

steel or hard wood could be built into the co\intertop near the oven 

location. 

Two topics for further study pertaining to the separate oven 

and ita uae aeem evident. Firat, there ia a need for further study 

regarding the poeition of the homemaker as she removes hot food from the 

racks of the oven and the ease in which she steps or turns in a given 

direction as shs carries the food a given distance to a specified 

looation. The etudy just completed indicates that some of the home-

makers may have preferred to stand at the side of the oven while removing 

hot food from the extended oven racks and that they may have preferred 

to place the hot food on counterspace near the family eating area. 

Second, there ia a need for the development of recommended distances for 

work efficiency in kitchens in w Ich mechanical dishwa.shing equipment 

and the separate oven are uaed. The latter study would be especially 

helpful if recommendations for stora(.;e in open type kitchen plans wez^ 

included. 
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TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLî ĈG; 

School of Home Economioe 

Lubbock, Texas 

July, i960 

Dear 

A study is being made regarding the placement and use of the separate 
oven with the hope that preference3 expressed by homemakers now using 
this type of equipment will be useful to othears who are planning to 
build or remodel their homes. 

As Home Economist and kitchen designer at Custom Kitchens in Lubbock, 
Texas, the past four years, I have found the placement of the separate 
oven to be one of the more perplexing problems to homemakers planning 
new kitchens, aaid for this reason, have chosen it for my study for 
completion of a Master's Degree at Texas Tech. Data gathered will be 
used locally, and will be available for use naticniiilly. 

I hope your new kitchen has proved to be of great help to you in 
performing your daily tasks. No matter how many plans are drawn in a 
year, there is always a keen desire on the part of the designer to know 
that each plan is doing a good Job for its new owner. Since your 
kitchen plan fulfills the requirements, I would like to include it in 
the study. In order to gain information about the use of the separate 
oven under home conditions, an interview in your kitchen would be 
necessary. Since much of the information is already recorded from ^ o ir 
kitchen plan, the interview will take only about fifteen minutes. 

I do not want to let my enthusiasm and desire to see your new kitchen 
impose upon you. A self-addressed, stamped card is enclosed for you to 
check and return. If you are willing to co-operate in tliid study, I 
will contact you later for an appointment at your convenience. 

I ahould like, alec, to take a uicture of your kitchen on this 
interview visit, if you will be so kind as to grant roe this favor. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Eleanor Woodson 
liome Economist 
Custom Kitchens 
incl. 1 
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I N T E R V I E W S C H E D U L E 

For the Homemaker 

K I T C H E M i S P L A N N E D A R O U N D T H E U 3 K 

2 J t T H E S g P A R A T R 0 V B N 

PAHgr i t qpigRAL INFONMATICW CONCBRKINP TOE FAMILY 

*̂ *'*** Case nuaber 

Addresst Telepboae nuaber 

1. Nuaber ol faaily meabera livino at hoaei 

Aaea ef ohildrea at hooei 

2. Under 2 yeara .-..,.-_««,.»̂  3« 2 - 5 yeara 

^. 6 - 1 0 yeara 5. 11-15 years^ 

6. Over 15 yeara 

Age of bomemakeri 

7. Under 35 years 8. 35 - 50 years 

9. Over 50 yeara 

10. Oooiq>atioB of husband i. 

11. Occupation of hooemaJcer if eoployed outside the hoae:. 

fABT M* aKNERAI, IKFORW^TION CONCERNING HOUSING 

Location of heuaei 12. Rural 13. Town U . City__. 

Buildino eoat of dwellings 

15. Under $20,000 16. $20,000 - $35,000 

17. $35,100 - $50.000 18. Over ^50,000 

la kitchen air conditioned? 19. Yea 20. No 

Length of tiae kitchen haa been usedt 21. Honthe Yeara 
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l^EL a* GENERAL INFORMATIOW CONCERKING BOUSING (Continued) 

Kitchen area iat 

22. Separate rooa. 

23. Coobined with faaily eating area. 

2A. Coabined with living or den areOi 

25. Other, 

Kitchen ia planned for uae prindpelly byt 

26. Bomemaker •...•• 

27. Maid. 

28. Hoaemaker and aaid working together. 

29. Hoaemaker and other faaily aember, 

FAMILY BATING AREASt 

Item 
Num
ber 

Pamily Eating Areee 
Frequent 

Degree of Uae 

Moderate Seldom 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

3A. 

35. 

36. 

Dining rocmi 

Table in living room. 

Table in den or family room, 

Table in kitchen. 

Booth in kitchen. 

Kitchen pull-out or folding table 

Snack bars 

Below counter height< 

Counter height. 

Above counter height. 

37. 

38. 

Traya. 

Other. 
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TYPES (W TABLE SERVICE i 

Item 
Num
ber 

Type of Table Service Degree of Uae 

Frequent Moderate Seldom 

59. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Forsal. 

Family atyle* 

Food aerved on plate. 

Buffet style, 

Other. 

PART I l l i PUCBWEMT OF THK SEPARATE OVEW 

DISTANCES MEASURED! 

Item 
Num
ber 

Separate Oven 

Distance 

In Feet 
and Inchea 

Too 
Short 

About 
Right 

Too 
Long 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

55-

Oven tot 

Surface unit. 

Sink. 

Refrigerator* 

FSmily eating area 

Walking distances 

Surface unit to refrigerator. 

3ink to surface unit. 

Refrigerator to sink, 

Total distance of work triangle. 

Distance when separate oven is 
added (work quadrangle).••.., 

Walking distance when faunily 
eating area is eulded to 
quadrangle. 
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FACTORS INFLUENCING KITCHEN Jlî TiiliCES 

Item 
Num
ber 

Item Item Used 

54. 

55-

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

EquipmentI 

Diahwaaher. 

Double aink.•• 

Architectural featurest 

Accessable base comer storage in kitchen. 

Open type kitchen plan. 

Location of oven at end of work assembly* 

Table or bar space in kitchen. 

Use featurest 

Pass throu£^ used..... 

Pass to bar over work counter used. 

Cart or tray used, 

PUCBMENT QF THE SEPARATE OVKN IN REUTION TO OTHER 
WORK CENTERS AND THE FAMILY EATING AREA 

Item 
Num
ber 

Placement of Oven 

If Building Again 

Preferred 
Location 

Specific Location 
Unimrwrt-
ant 

Import
ant 

65. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

Nearest t 

Surface unit. 

Family sating area. 

Refrigerator....... 

Mixing area 

Sink 
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•̂̂l-̂r lYi QYEN CENTER 

TYPE OF EQUIPMENT I 

Item 
Num
ber 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

75. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78, 

79. 

80. 

Type 

Single oven 

Two ovena atacked 

Two ovens side Iqr side.. 

Two ovens located apart. 

One-piece oven with primary oven above 
and eecondary oven below 

One-piece oven with primary oven and 
secondfiiry oven side by side....... 

Single oven under counter. 

Electronic oven. 

Warming equipment installed separately. 

Ventilator fan with hood over oven 

Ventilator fan with hood over surface 
units 

Ventilator fan in ceiling* wall, or 
furring area 

Other. 

Type 
Used 

Preferred Type 
if Building Again 

FEATURES OP THE SEPARATE OVEN INSTALLATION CONSIDERED IMPORTANTi 

Item 
Num
ber 

Item Order of Importance 
First Second Third 

Need to 
Improve 

61. 

82. 

85. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

Baae of cleaning interior of oven|. 

Ease of cleaning aroitnd cooking 
equipment • 

Built-in appearance 

Counter working level for oven., 

Performance of oven 

Special acceasories or featurea. 

Amoimt of space occupied , 

Other (Please specify) 
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OVEN dOaSIHGt 

Item 
Num
ber 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

95. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

Item 
Num
ber 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

105. 

104. 

105. 

Oven Housing 

Material ueedi 

Storage containedi 

Use of Storage 

Fort 

Type 
Used 

Preferred Material 
if Building Again 

Satisfaction 

Much Some Little 
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OVEN SOUSING (Continued) 

Item 
NiM-
ber 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

115. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

Height of Open Oven Door in 
Relation to Homemaker*s Elbow 

Height of open oven doort 

5 - 4 " below elbow 

Distance 

Now Would 
Prefer 

1 

Type 

Gas 

•v̂f vv^n 

Electric 

COUNTERSPACEI 

Item 
Num
ber 

Length of Counterspaoe 
Next to Oven 

Length Length Preferred 
if Building Again 

117. 

118. 

X19. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

None..•••... 

13" or leas. 

14 - 19".... 

20 - 25".... 

26 - 57".... 

58" or more. 

Item 
Num
ber 

Location of Counterspaoe Used Location Location Preferred 
if Building Again 

123. 

124. 

1:5. 

126. 

127. 

Next to oven. 

Within 3* of oven to either side. 

Within 4* of oven to either side. 

Within 4* of oven to the front... 

More than 4 * from oven , 
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COUHTEflSPACE (Continued) 

Use of Oven Counterspace Use 
Would Use if 
Building Again 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

Fori 
Oven only 

Counter for other work oenter. 

Plan desk 

Serving area. 

Snack bar. • 

Item 
Num
ber 

Materials Receiving Hot 
Foods from Oven 

Material Preferred Material 
if Building Again 

155. 

154. 

155. 
136. 

157. 

138. 

139. 

Stainless steel counter section*. 

Separate material set on counter. 

Wood block set into counter. 

Pull-out bread board 

Oven door of other oven.......... 

Surface unit top. • 

Other 

PART Yt OVEN-TYPE COOKERY 

- Item 
Num
ber 

140. 

141. 

142. 

145. 

Method of Cooking 

Warming of 

Degree of Use 
Frequent Moderate Seldom 

Equipment Used 
Oven •Other Equip. 

Summer Winter 

•Separate broiler, portable oven, surface uni t eqiaipment, e l e c t r i c 
s k i l l e t , or barbeque equipsisnt. 
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BKlfANT»S GUIDES FOR THE SPECIFIC A.-̂ D'iI3LY 
LOCATION OP A BUILT-IN PANGE AND OVEN 

1. The sum of the diatanoes between the sink, refrigerator, built-

in range, and oven (work quadrangle) should equal sixteen to 

twenty-four feet. 

2. Beoommendations from reaearoh concerning clearances and paesage-

weya ahould be followed, aa atated by Small Homes Council. 

3. The built-in range may be located in the position usually 

assigned to the free standing range. The range determines the 

cook and serve center and is one of the points of the work 

triangle. 

4. The built-in oven may be located away from the main work area or 

according to the user*s habit in preparing food. For convenient 

baking the oven may be placed in the mix center. If the oven ie 

used more for meal seridoe, it may be plaoed by the serve oenter. 

5. If the oven is located in the mix oenter, there should be fifty-

four linear inches of ootinter space between the refrigerator and 

oven. 

6. There should be twenty-four linear inches of counter space adjacent 

to both the range and oven. This space may be combined. 

7. It is recommended that heat resistant counter be plaoed next to 

the range particularly and that a heat resistant shield be placed 

on the oven cabinet if the IMQ are located side by side. Such a 

shield is necessary for the protection of the side wall of the 

oven. 

8. Flush inatallation of the oven is not recommended because of the 

depth problitr, the lack of Btorage sp oe provided, and lack of 
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adjacent coimter space. 

9. It is recommended that if the material above the oven is not 

heat resistant the cabinet located in that position be aet back 

a few inches to prevent heat and vapor damage when the oven door 

is opened. 

10. The oven should be ao installed that the most frequently used 

racks and the re.ck used for heavy items are between thirty-five 

and thirty-aeven inchea from the floor. This distance may vary 

one or two inches below or above the recommended height. 

11. Locations to miniaiixe cost should be carefully considered with 

other kitchen planning standards in mind. These locations include i 

placing the range on an outside wall, locating the oven in a 

comer, installing the oven adjacent to the range, and locating 

the range and oven clcse to the utility entrance. 

12. Manufacturer's directions for installation should be followed. 

13. The built-in range and oven should be so located that they are 

easily accessible for repairs. 

14* Recommended distances from combustible construction or windows 

should be fulfilled* 


